From now on when we speak of an n-counter we shall mean one with a fixed connection lisc. In section 2 the number of n-counters is shown to be [2n -2] . Also in section 2 we associate a matrix M with an n-counter. Given any output sequtice S, S determines the next input sequence. Here we show that this input sequence is actually SM where .' is a vector determined by S, In addition we give an algorithm (2,4)
for determining which, if any, n-counter can produce a fixed sequence
KfflBlii fl 2) There is exactly one n-counter which produces S ,...,8, as a set of outputs.
3) There is more than one n-counter which produces B. t «*« ( 8. as a set of outputs.
Algorithm 2.4 distinguishes between these three cases and in cases 2 and 3 give the specific n-counter or n-courters which produce the given sequence. either M cannot exist (so no n-counter could produce the sequence of outputs), or exactly which matrices M could realize, this sequence.
We start with placing 2x2 blocks of zeroes on the diagonal of M.
As we proceed we bear in mind that each column of M must have exactly one one; the other entries are 0. So if we put a one in any column,
we can mak-the other entries 0. We know that S. Assume we have the following sequence of outputs.
000, S,
Oil, 110, 100, HI, 001, 000.
'1 "2 3
Tlie first partial M is The checked columns are the ones where the connection pairs have a common entry. We are able to make entries into these columns, and these entries are shown. We continue in this fashion. We consider the symmetric group on n letters S n to act on the 2n letters a,,...,a .a.,...,a by having 1 n 1 n any permutation TT in S act on a,,...,a and simultaneously in the same fashion on a,,...,a . We let H be the group of permutation» on the 2n letters a,,...,a n , a«r... r a generated by the above reprep&ntation of S and the transposition (a^a^). H also contains the transpositions (a 2 ,a 2 ), (a 3 ,a_),...,(a n ,a n ). n Consider an n-counter C and its defining transformations N. N consists of n transformations cp . (a^ ,... ,a n ) , i=l,...,n where a. goes into :p . (a,, ... ,a n ) and cp i is either a permutation, linear transformation or a non-linear transformation of the form given in section 3. We consider a permutation IT in H to send N into another N transformation by sending a. into Tr(aj.) and cp ^ (a^,... ,a n ) into 9 ^ (irCa,) , . . . ,Tr (a )) . Theorem 5.5 If C is an n-counter, and G is its group, then each permutation in G is an isomorphism of the graph of C.
Note that there can be isomorphisms of the graph which do not arise from permutations in H.
Since equivalent counters have isomorphic graphs, if one were to search through all n-counters, for a fixed n;
to find which cycle lengths are possible, it is enough to examine only one n-counter in each equivalence class. To show how this might be done, we completely classify all 2-counters in section 6. A J-K flip-flop is a particular type of 2-input, 2-output finite-state automation. For more on this see [1] and
J

